CSI STARS NAMED TO TOP 13
RECOGNITION PROVIDERS BY HRO
TODAY’S 2018 BAKER’S DOZEN
New York – August 1, 2018. CSI STARS, a personalized recognition and rewards partner,
is thrilled today to announce being named one of the top recognition providers in North
America as ranked by HRO Today’s 2018 Baker’s Dozen.
CSI STARS ranked 10th in Customer Service and placed top 13 in all other categories
measured; Size of Deal, Breadth of Service and Overall Recognition Partner. The
rankings were revealed July 31 via HRO Today’s YouTube channel. The top 13
recognition providers in the industry are determined based entirely on positive feedback
from clients who complete an anonymous survey.

“A huge thank you to our partners for taking the time to share their CSI STARS experience,

both in the personal support received and the personalized programs we design and manage
for them. Our teams work incredibly hard to make it easier for people to recognize others.
We’ve seen first-hand how these small acts of recognition when multiplied by many can
transform a culture. We’re incredibly proud to be named to this list for the first time and to
have clients who honor, recognize and reward their people for doing their best everyday”,
says Jim Brown, VP Sales for CSI STARS.
Rankings were based on responses submitted using statistical analysis and a
weighted algorithm to ensure transparency.
"The Baker’s Dozen Recognition Providers survey is the foremost gauge of employee
recognition providers in the industry and is extremely well respected by HR
professionals everywhere," says Elliot Clark, CEO of SharedXpertise and HRO Today.
"There is no arguing that employee recognition makes a difference in today's corporate
sphere. Any company looking to revamp its employee experience should strongly
consider our picks in the 2018 Baker's Dozen."
To see the complete Baker's Dozen rankings for Employee Recognition click here and
to learn more about HRO Today, click here. For more information on how CSI STARS
recognizes the world’s workforce and inspires employees to reach for the stars, visit us
at www.csistars.com or follow us on :

@csi_stars

CSI STARS

@stars_csi

@csi_stars

www.csistars.com
CSI STARS has a passion for creating personalized recognition experiences
employees will value and remember. For more information on CSI STARS
recognition and reward solutions, contact Jim Brown at
jim.brown@csistars.com or request a short demo.
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